Congress accepts Corp. nominees

By Celia Kettle

Mark Greenberg '78 and Susan Martins '79 are the Student Congress nominees for membership into the College Corporation.

The results of the student corporation elections were announced April 5, and the two students were named to the corporation on April 18. They were drawn from a resolution sponsored by Robert Greenberg '78 and Lorraine Mastrianni, both very much in favor of the decision to try this type of system. The resolution has been submitted to Rev. Thomas R. Peterson, O.P., president of the College, and to all members of the College corporation, yet Dr. Richard Murphy, president of the faculty senate, is uncertain as to when the final decision will be made to have in the actual decision-making power.

Campus study cites discrepancies; advises dorm upgrading

By Steve Maurano

Student Congress has completed a study of the various dormitories on campus which reveals discrepancies in the services afforded to men and women. The study was conducted by a special committee appointed by Congress in conjunction with the Lifestyles Committee in order to evaluate the present living conditions of the dorms, and to make recommendations for upgrading the lifestyle of the resident student. The report accompanying the study states: "The law requires that equal opportunity and equality of facilities must exist for men and women in institutions receiving federal aid. Members of the committee, Patricia Patrick '77, Chris Cardone '78, Donna Formichella '78, and Sheri Santarpia '79, personally inspected the dorms accompanied in some instances by the various dorm presidents. Their findings indicate a number of large discrepancies between male and female dorms. The final report of the study, which was published in February of 1977, points out that although both male and female students pay the same prior to live on campus, the female dorms are superior to the male dorms in certain areas. This is especially true in the areas for the 952 male students from the male dorms, only Guzman has been on campus. By contrast, the female dorms have a total of eight lounge and study areas available for the 698 female students. The study has been completed and sent to the building which is currently under construction.

The study cites discrepancies in the services afforded to men and women. The final report from the study, which was published in February of 1977, points out that although both male and female students pay the same prior to live on campus, the female dorms are superior to the male dorms in certain areas. This is especially true in the areas for the 952 male students. The study has been completed and sent to the building which is currently under construction.

Faculty rejects law school

By Maureen O'Hare

The Faculty Senate voted last month to oppose the establishment of a law school on the Providence College campus. Although Greenberg and Martins ran unopposed, this does not necessarily mean they are automatically on the Corporation, said Father Murphy. They must still go through the voting process. If either Murphy expressed disappointment in this year's apparent lack of interest in the Corporation.

The fact that only two students decided to run, one for each of the positions, demonstrates to me that students are not interested in campus affairs. The situation has died down to a feeling of pacifism about the whole situation.

Mark Greenberg

Susan Martins

Parietals extended on trial basis: 24-hr. coed study approved For Aquinas - Lounge, study

By Jane E. Hickey

As of Monday, April 25, coed study halls went into effect in Aquinas Hall. Lisa Barry, member of the Student Congress lifestyles committee, announced that Aquinas 901 will be open 24 hours for silent study to unaccompanied male students and Aquinas Lounge will be available 24 hours, conversation permitted, with the stipulation that for every four male students there must be one female student accompanying them.

This decision, which resulted from a resolution sponsored by the lifestyles committee, has been approved on a probationary basis until the end of the year. The results of this trial period will be evaluated during the summer.

Rev. Walter J. Heath, O.P., director of residence, said that the decision was presented "in good faith" by Donna McCaffrey and Lorraine Mastrianni, assistant director of residence and head resident, respectively. Since they are Father Heath's "major source of advice" and are both very much in favor of the decision, Father Heath decided, "Let's give it a try again.

"The past record shows some very unbecoming things, so there was some genuine reluctance. But we're always willing to try again with good people.

Father Heath also commented that since Aquinas Lounge is below dorm rooms where students' rights must be protected, certain stipulations had to be drawn up. These stipulations concern the fact that partiers or other activities which would disturb Aquinas residents would not be allowed.

Finally, Father Heath stated that one factor contributing to the decision to try this type of system again is the fact that PC's own security force will be involved in patrolling this area instead of the outside agency which had been employed in the past, since they would be more sensitive in dealing with this type of situation.

A-Dore-able study lounge: This study area in Dore Hall is one of the facilities' committee's targets.

Bomb scare wave plagues PC campus

By Kathleen Delignere

In response to the rash of bomb scares which has plagued the College campus this past week, Raymond W. Kret, supervisor of security, reported, "They are the most prevalent and numerous since I've been on campus."

Monday, April 18, Claire Green, resident assistant at the Martin Center information desk, received the first call at about 2:30 p.m. She answered the phone to the report from a female voice that a bomb would go off in Stephen Hall at 10 a.m.

Green then called Kret who called the Providence Police Department. Kret said a patrolman and a sergeant arrived on the scene within five minutes of his call. "A search was made of Stephen, he said, "but no bomb was found."

The second call came on April 20 and was received by Eileen Lesarski, switchboard operator at Harkins Hall. The voice, she said, was male and very distinct. She was deferring to the caller. "He said that a bomb would go off in 15 minutes and just hung up." This occurred at approximately 10:30 p.m. The police were notified and Kret called a "suspect situation" because the caller did not specify any location or building.

The third call, also received by Lesarski, came on April 21 at 8:22 a.m. "The voice was male, a young boy," she said. The caller allegedly told Lesarski a bomb would go off at 8:45 a.m. in the library. Security and the Providence Police were again notified. A search was made of the library with negative results.

Lesarski said that in her opinion, the callers were two different individuals. "One was a young boy and he sounded nervous," she said. According to Kret, there didn't appear to be any set pattern or time that the calls were coming in.

The routine procedure when a call does come in, he said, is to notify the Providence Police who in turn alert the Providence Fire Department. A security guard is then sent to the building which is evacuated as quickly as possible.

If the caller mentions a certain time, there is a waiting period after the expiration of that time before reentry is permitted. "Ninety-nine per cent of such calls are just bomb scares," said Kret. "If the incident is as threatening as it may be, we would have the people leave at least 100 yards from the building.

Kret cited the penalty callers would receive from Rhode Island General Law as follows: "Every person who places or threatens to place a bomb or other explosive device in the building.

See BOMB, Page 9
Tuition rise is highest ever

By Holly Green

The Providence College Committee on Administration announced last month that an anticipated tuition increase would total $286 for the entire year. In addition, fees for room and board at the College would increase by $180.

These were the largest increases both in total and in percentage, ever in the College's history. The $466 increase was among the largest of comparable schools in this area. According to Joseph Byron, vice-president for business affairs, the increase covers only half of the projected deficit of $2.5 million.

One reason for the increase, according to Byron, was the decision to limit the Class of 1981 to 300 students less than in previous years. This produces $160,000 less in revenues, and the budget reflects this pinch.

Although PC did rank high in increases, it is still one of the lowest-costing private institutions in New England. All major schools had increases, ranging from Fairfield University's $25 hike to $300, Boston College, $361 increase to $2,631, Holy Cross by $230 to $3,670, and Stonehill, perhaps the second lowest priced institution in this range, raised their costs by $450 to $3,950.

McAleer chosen editor

By Carol Perez

Frank McAleer, a junior social work major, has recently been selected new editor of the Alembic, PC's literary magazine which features student contributions in poetry, literary criticism, and artwork.

Mike Woody, this past year's editor, took over when Pat Sonina graduated, and was the editor both his junior and senior year. He had been a contributor since his freshman year. He cited more publicity and a greater number of contributions from interested students as factors which will improve future issues of the Alembic.

Woody also wants the students to know that the Alembic is interested in all viewpoints of the art department or the English department majors. There is no guarantee of publication, but all students are encouraged to make contributions. Woody had three issues per year which came out in November, March, and May.

McAleer was chosen editor by Woody and Jane Lomin Perel, faculty member of the English department. He has been a contributor since his sophomore year. McAleer has decided to make another attempt at a senior issue coming out only twice a year. He hopes the students will submit more prose and photography.

McAleer concluded "The Alembic wants to emphasize to the students that it is of and in the PC community for all students to contribute to and read."

Battle Rescheduled

The Battle of the Dorms, rained out last Sunday, is rescheduled for this Sunday, May 1, starting at 4 p.m. All team members should report to Raymond Field by 3:30 p.m.

The Battle will start after the soccer game at Glay Field and continue under the lights, if necessary. The shopping cart race, the only event which has to be during the day, will start the Battle, and the day will end with the Tug of War.

There will also be a Donation Event, where the team which contributed the most to the Memorial Student Center will get extra points.

Sendoff for all senior people (men and women) from 11:30 a.m. to 1 p.m. in Aquinas Lounge. Admissions is one dollar, but free for PC people.

Prestigious award granted:

Ducharme wins Danforth

Diane J. Ducharme, a senior English major, has recently received a Danforth Graduate Fellowship, one of the most prestigious national fellowships offered to undergraduates.

Ducharme competed with nearly 3000 undergraduates from 250 schools for only available fellowships. She was one of the 250 who received the fellowship this year and is the first student from PC to earn such a scholarship.

The fellowship provides tuition, fees, and an annual stipend for up to four years of graduate study in preparation for Ducharme's plans for a career in college teaching.

Ducharme has decided to pursue her studies at Yale University where she will concentrate in medieval studies. An outstanding 1973 graduate of the former St. Clare High School in Woonsocket, Ducharme continued to pursue academic excellence here at PC by earning outstanding grades in English as well as by participating in the liberal arts honors program since her freshman year.

Ducharme is also a member of Phi Sigma Tau and a features writer for The Cowl. She will graduate cum laude on May 24.

The English department is very proud to have Ducharme as its representative to the national selection committee for the Danforth Fellowship. Both Dr. Rene Fortin, campus liaison with the committee, and Dr. Robert Bernard, Dean of admissions, believe she is one of the most outstanding students.

Live & Learn German


Earn up to 10 undergraduate or graduate credits in only 7 weeks at the University of New Hampshire.

June 27 to August 12, 1977

German Summer School of the Atlantic

P.O. Box 400
Durham, N.H. 03824

Around The Campus

Scotti receives grant

Denise Marie Scotti, an advertising student at Providence College, has the Kind Collegiate Advertising Scholarship from the Direct Mail Advertising Association.

Scotti, who was selected from a field of a hundred nominees, will attend a seminar in Alexandria, Va., with 30 other nominees. Other PC nominees were Robert Baldero and Phyllis Cardoze.

Pre-Law Club elects officers

Mike Mulcahy and Ben Scungio, junior political science majors, were elected co-chairmen last week of the Providence College Pre-Law Club. Other elected officers include Bob Varino, a sophomore political science major, as treasurer, and Mary Danakas, a freshman majoring in social work, as public relations person.

Mulcahy cites the recent appearances of state senators DiSefano and Revena, State Supreme Court justice Joseph Weingartner, and assistant attorney general Gemma as evidence that the club is doing its job.

Piano concerto

A piano concerto with du­

pianists Yoriko Takahashi and Katsumi Aoki, husband and wife team, has been recorded extensively. It will perform Friday, May 6 at 94 Hall at 8 p.m. They teach at Dartmouth College, and have extended their solo careers. Their recital-­celebration will include works by Mozart, Brahms, and Schubert.

Attendance is one dollar, but free for PC people.
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Glav Field dedication slated for Sunday

On Sunday, May 1, 1977, the formal dedication of the Wilmot Glav Field on Lower Campus will take place. The field will be dedicated to the memory of the former student and member of the college's soccer team who died on October 12, 1975 of a rare bone disease called severe aplastic anemia.

Glav's story was out of the ordinary. He was encouraged to attend school in the United States by Norman Peters, a Peace Corps volunteer who taught Glav in his remote village in Liberia. Eventually, Glav attended and graduated from Gonzago High School in Washington, D.C. He was then accepted by PC and awarded the College's Martin Luther King scholarship. While in attendance here, he majored in business management.

When Glav reported to the infirmary after experiencing difficulty in keeping up with his soccer training and after his condition was diagnosed, a monumental effort was made to help secure the necessary transplant of bone marrow from a sibling. Father Peterson, James A. McKenna '68, Martin K. Donovan '68, Edwards J. Carrol '69, and Senator John O. Pastore were among those who made many efforts to bring members of the Glav family to Providence from Liberia. Unfortunately, Glav succumbed before the transplant was possible.

In Glav's memory, the College is planning a day of events surrounding the dedication. The day will begin with a Memorial Mass in the Grotto at 11:30 a.m. At 1:00 p.m., the field, located on Lower Campus at the corner of Eaton and Huxley Avenue, will officially be dedicated. This ceremony will be followed by a specially scheduled soccer game between PC and Brown.

At the same time, there will be an open house throughout Lower Campus. Visitors will be encouraged to tour the new Center of Fine Arts and the Ceramics Complex where a special student art exhibit will be on display.

In addition, there will be a family barbecue and the BOG will provide carnival rides for children. The concluding event will be the 8 p.m. theatre arts production of George Bernard Shaw's Saint Joan in Harkins Hall Auditorium.

People's Action Committee for Equality (P.A.C.E.) of the Board of Governors Will Sponsor a MINI COURSE IN AUTOMOBILE MECHANICS Tuesday, May 3 (3:30 - 4:30 p.m.) Thursday, May 5 (2:30 - 4:30 p.m.)

Meet at the Women's Center, Room 216 Slavin Learn the Basics about Your Car!
Student activism: In remission

When students were first allowed to sit on the Corporation, excitement was high. The administration’s accession to this student body make. Here-for pitch, because one bad election does not an apathetic student body make. But we’re worried, because if this is a portent of the future, student representation to the Corporation is in more serious trouble than we thought.

Punishments exceed the crime: Disciplinary Board lacks objective action

The duty of the Committee on Discipline is to sit in judgment of serious offenses against the rules and regulations. They must also judge less serious cases when guilt is determined or is not admitted. The Code handbook lists certain serious transgressions of Corporation regulations but it does not speak of what will happen to a student if the Board decides the case. Also, the referral of a case to the Disciplinary Board is left up to the judgment of the administrators. Those referrals in the disciplinary procedure have led to the present situation in the handing out of penalties for certain offenses.

The Case in Point

This is especially borne out by our last suggestion involving a member of the Class of 1980. This student was charged with sounding a false fire alarm, and was found guilty. The board applied dismissal as the penalty for his crime. In recent years, the penalties for student awareness of such governmental actions. The election 20 months ago has been the rule or the exception with its election madness. Last year, we may have had the power to do so. The reason for the leniency is that during the trial it was brought up by the defendant that a week before the incident someone else was caught pulling a false alarm. That person had only a reprimanding by Father Heath and the case was never sent to the Board. We feel there is a stiff penalty was needed in past fire alarm cases. He said, “This boy was given every opportunity to admit his guilt the night that the offense occurred.”

According to Father Heath, “This boy was given every opportunity to test the system.” Well, he tested but he did not admit his guilt the night that the offense occurred. Father Heath and Colonel Andrew DelCorso, Assistant Director of Residence, were certain that the suspect pulled the alarm. They based their decision on the fact that his hands were stained with a purple dye of the type found on the interior of the fire alarm.

According to Father Heath, “This boy was given every opportunity to admit his guilt. He had two trials; the first was in the Colonel’s office right after he pulled the alarm. We told him to own up to his crime and he wouldn’t. This kid was contemptuous of the law, he wanted to test the system. We tested the system and got everything he deserves.”

Father Heath said, “If this boy had actually pulled the alarm it would have been my problem. I would have been able to dismiss him even if I had the power to do so. The reason for that is that I must reward honesty.”

Father Heath proceeded to send the case to the Disciplinary Board. His recommendation was dismissal if found guilty, a $25 fine and next semester on probation. Laveglia received a $50 fine and all next year on probation. Libby, who had one previous parietal offense, received 90 days of probation, next year on probation, and removal from campus at the end of the semester.

Freedom of Speech

According to Laveglia, “Father Heath told the Board to look at us (Laveglia and Libby) in a different light because of the opinions we expressed to him about parietals.”

The Editorial Board feels that the present method of disciplining students at Providence College is in a state of disarray. It seems that the Board may be too eager to accommodate some administrators at the expense of the student’s right to fair and equitable punishment for an alleged offense.

A Suggestion

To remedy this situation, the Editorial Board suggests that specific guidelines be set up for the distribution of penalties. We also suggest that in all serious cases no administrator be able to dismiss a person prior to the hearing.

To obtain more objectivity and diversity there should be more members of the Disciplinary Board per se, but hearing committees consisting of two students and two administrators should be set up. It would be the duty of each hearing committee to sit in judgment on two or three cases each semester. Also, the members of the Disciplinary Board should serve for only one year.

What is Evidence?

It is necessary that all members of the Board receive instruction in the rules of evidence. They should have a working knowledge of the difference between circumstantial and substantial evidence. According to that principle, the Board does not know what is pertinent evidence in many hearings. The Board has said that cases would take two hours in a federal court take two days before the Disciplinary Board.

Our last suggestion is that an appeal board be instituted to hear all appeals before they are sent to Father Peterson. We suggest that this board be made up of members of Congress and that it present the students’ cases to Father Peterson if they feel an injustice has occurred.
The Friars Club

The Friars Club provides valuable services to the College community. They include giving tours, ushering hockey games, and assisting in course registration. They also hand out free T-shirts to all new students. The club is dedicated to a group of individuals not only eager to help PC, but also interested in helpful systems such as the Meeting Street School.

Even though the club has extremely busy hand-handing members there are a few practices the club subscribes to which must be objectively examined.

The first line they conduct themselves, especially after the election of new members. We feel that the practice of "pants-desiring" and taking the clothes of the newly elected members is in poor taste, especially since the Friars had total disregard for the fact that these people will alienate themselves from the community they were elected to serve.

The third and final problem is that through the election process, the Friars have excluded many fine students who have a genuine desire to serve the community. We feel this is unfair, because no known set of criteria are used in the selection process. In fact according to one Friar during the election the notion of service to PC was rarely brought up. It was said companionship and family ties with other Friars was mentioned much more frequently.

In the name of fairness and equity, we feel that the present Friars election system should be abandoned. We would suggest that all students be allowed to join the club per and perform services to the community. This way, students will be allowed to move up in prominence and responsibility as years go on, as a result of how well they conduct themselves.

This distinct set of criteria for advancement should be substituted, so that prospective Friars will know what will be expected of them, rather than having to be on a strict set of guidelines now in operation.

The Friars are not directed to the idea of a service organization on campus, but to what we perceive as an attitude gone astray: that the Club has become much more than just a service organization, and more of the nobility of PC students.

Bog Commented
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**Features**

**A Bermudian stroll is a welcome to another world**

By David R. Amaral

At some time or other, many of you might have given some thought to attending one of the school sponsored trips to Florida or Bermuda over the Easter recess. If you've wondered if it's worth it, here's a brief look at one of the trips. I chose Bermuda, for it is, in a sense, "another world" which you might be less familiar with than Florida.

The island itself is small, enabling you to learn the major locations rather quickly. One never has the worry of getting lost because there are just three main roads which run parallel and lengthwise down the long, thin island.

Rented motor-bikes are the main form of transportation, being an experience in themselves. Buzzing down the road (the left side, remember) on an open bike gives you a greater freedom to take in the passing scenery. No double-lane highways or intersected overpasses, just the sound and fragrance of ever blooming flowers growing alongside the road.

Once you've seen a Bermudian beach, you might not want to hear the word "Scarborough" ever again. The water is such a clear aqua color that you might never again. The water is such a clear aqua color that you might find yourself lifting sand off the ocean floor to see if it has been painted to give off such a reflection. You learn, however, that the sand is not green, but pink, and of a soft powdery texture.

The beach is clear of any bottles or papers, as their litter laws are enforced strongly. Also missing is the sight of seaweed collecting along the shore, and the rancid smell that comes with it. In fact, if you had your back turned to the water, you might not even know that there was an ocean behind you unless you heard a wave break.

All right, so it looks nice, but what is there to do? Well, if you visit during the "College Weeks" of March and April, the government of Bermuda has certain activities planned for all visiting students.

During the day there are various beach parties held at area hotels and beach clubs in which a free beach ball, games (e.g. volleyball), and entertainment is provided. The entertainment includes several rock bands, a steel band that plays on empty oil drums which sound amazingly like an orchestra, and a group of limbo dancers.

The scenery is beautiful. No concrete buildings or parking lots are present. The beaches are clean, and the ocean water is clear. The island is, however, "The Bermudian Strollers," whose hand-clapping Bermuda based songs sparked everyone to a week of partying.

I'm not mistaken, I believe the strokers will be visiting PC sometime this year.

Another event sponsored by the government is a two-hour boat cruise around the harbor in which lunch and entertainment are also provided. Fishing, sailing, water skiing, scuba diving, and other activities are also readily available for various fees.

When the day ends, one usually heads home to catch a few hours of rest before heading out into the night life. Several "get-acquainted dances" are arranged for College Week activities. These dances are at different locations on the island, on the beach, and at various high schools, with a typical PC mixer in every way, unless you step on the beach and stumble into the Atlantic instead of Alumni.

Dress is semi-formal in these nightclubs, jacket and tie are usually required for the gentlemen. Everyone is seated at their table and is at his table and is expected to stay there. Things usually start picking up around 10 p.m. and continue through until three in the morning. One then either has the choice of catching a few hours of sleep, or reserving an early spot on the beach to watch the sun rise. So ends your typical day as another begins.

Fine. But what's the cost? The majority of students rent a cottage at $277 including air fare. If one lives moderately and reasonably, he can get by spending about $100 on the island; or one can go wild and kiss off rent for the entire trip. The hotels will run about $400, but include meals and some recreation facilities.

If you decide to take this vacation, one word of advice: plan a week of rest as soon as you get back.

**Shaw's 'Saint Joan' probes meaning of sainthood**

By Dea Antonelli

The last major theatre arts program presentation of the year will be Saint Joan, a chronic play by George Bernard Shaw. The Dauphin, played by David Barbour, describes Joan as a saint and an angel, and the Archbishop of York (played by Stephen DeCaprio) calls her a cracked old ninny. The Dauphin is in love with her, and the Archbishop is content with Joan's downfall. He is convinced that Joan's problem is that she is too positive. Joan is, however, "The Bermuda Strollers," whose hand-clapping Bermuda songs sparked everyone to a week of partying.
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3 p.m. on April 29, 1977
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Harvard University

on Power, Motivation, Stress and Hypertension at Providence College

The Slavin Center in 64 Hall

ALL INVITED
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Complete Friday menu
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Sena plans karate class
By Lewis DiPreti

Last October, the official PC karate class was visited by The Late Show, a new film. In the film, Tomlin is being taught to both men and women by Pat Cavalera with assistance from John Sena. The charge then was $30 for 10 lessons—well worth it considering the self-discipline, self-defense and exercise gained.

Nonetheless, due to lack of interest, the class fell out of existence. But don't despair if you think you've missed the boat—Sena is in formation under the direction of John Sena in which the mysteries of karate, jui-jitsu and tai kwan-do will be revealed. The class will be taught at the cost of only John's time and patience; no monetary charge is involved.

Movie review 'Late Show' shines
By David St. Germain

Both Chinatown (1974) and Farewell My Lovely (1975) have served to revitalize the Raymond Chandler crime novel. A new film, The Late Show, is a worthy addition to this genre.

In the film, Ira Wells (Art Carney), an aging, impertinent private detective from a bygone era, tries to discover who killed his partner, Harry Travers (Howard Duff). His attention is diverted, however, by his new client Margo (Lily Tomlin) who wants him to find the whereabouts of her cat.

These two plots become connected and linked as Wells discovers their connections. What follows is a film with red herrings, blackmail, hit men, con solutions are revealed to the inevitable denouement where the audience forgot all these are tied together in the seriousness of murder, the infirmities of old age and theppearing with a taste of the speed and grace of jui-jitsu and tai kwan-do. The basic kicks, rolls, and blocking maneuvers essential to self-defense will be taught.

John Sena is one of two resident black belts here at PC. In revealing plans for next year's class, Sena said that instead of just teaching the basic defensive movements of karate, he would combine some of the basics of street fighting (New York style) with a taste of the speed and grace of jui-jitsu and tai kwan-do. The basic kicks, rolls, and blocking maneuvers essential to self-defense will be taught.

This is the kind of film, as the title would suggest, which turns up late at night when the viewer is willing to be stranded in the net of the plot. This is a movie where credibility is sacrificed for enjoyment. The Late Show is highly recommended for those who like the classic nostalgia of the bygone era of the "$5 a day plus expenses" detective.

Campus flowers
By David Amaral

Spring has bloomed on campus. That wave of warmth which catches us just at the end of every school year never fails to inject life not only into the plants but also the students.

The sports equipment is the first to break out of the classic. First a frisbee. Then a few baseballs. Soon, every field, court, and inch of lawn in front of Savin is taken up with every imaginable activity.

Short clothes, both shirts and pants, become the dominating fashion, exposing more flesh than cloth in the classroom. And if you look hard, you might come across a bikini in some sunny ground absorbing its rays.

It's that time when small classes are transplanted under trees in an attempt to reconcile the intellectual process with the body's physical desire. And those of us left inside become melancholy window-gazers. One hand supporting a chin, the other struggling to hold a pen over a blank page.

But all is not lost for the window-gazer. That small opening in which the mysteries of karate, jiu-jitsu and Tai kwan-do will be revealed, one hand supporting a chin, the other struggling to hold a pen over a blank page.

SUNDAY, MAY 1, 1977
Schedule of Events

11:30 A.M. Memorial Mass at The Grotto. Rain site will be Aquinas Chapel.

1:00 P.M. Dedication of the Wilmot Clay Field. Lower Campus.

2:00 P.M. Soccer Game. Providence vs. Brown, Wilmot Clay Field. Two of the best teams in the East in a pre-season scrimmage. Scheduled especially for this day-long tribute.

1:30 P.M. Open House, Lower Campus. Center of Fine Arts and the Ceramics Complex. Some of region's finest art and photography facilities. Student Art Exhibit. Family Barbecue, Lower Campus. For your children, the Student Board Governors will provide carnival rides. Nominal charges for food and rides.

8:00 P.M. Theater Arts Production, Harkins Hall. Presenting George Bernard Shaw's classic play, Saint Joan. General admission is $2.50. For reservations, call 865-2444.

To facilitate parking and to avoid traffic congestion on Huxley Avenue, please enter at the Main Gate (junction of River Avenue and Eaton Street). You will be directed to parking areas.

For further information, please call the Public Information Office at 865-2413.

“Battle of the Dorms” now to be held Sunday, April 4
PROVIDENCE COLLEGE SPRING WEEK

"IT'S A BIG BAD BEAUTIFUL WEEK"

Wed., April 27 — PC Superstars
Friars Club Charity Mixer
8 p.m. Alumni Cafe,
Head of the Meadow

Thurs., April 28 — Afternoon: Theatre Arts Presentation
outside Union
Video-tape Night in the Naval
Featuring: "Groove Tube," "Richard Pryor"
Two Shows 6 p.m. and 9:30 p.m.

Fri., April 29 — Afternoon: "Fribee South"
Professional frisbee champions demonstrate
and conduct workshop (Slavin Center)
Night: '64 Hall and "Next Stop West", 8 p.m.

Sat., April 30 — ALL DAY MUSIC 2 p.m.
Featuring: POUSETTE DART BAND
with RIZZ,
Wild Turkey Band,
and Wildfire
CARNIVAL: rides, games, food a food, and refreshments
special guest ... "STRIPO THE CLOWN"

Sun., May 1 — Special Dedication of Wilmont Glay Field

Mon., May 2 — March of Dimes Presents:
Three Stooges and Marx Bros. Film Festival '64 Hall, 8 p.m.

The Board of Governors will hold interviews for Committee Chairpersons on Wednesday May 4, from 8-11, in the board of Governors office. Sign up at the B.O.G. office April 28 - May 2, for an interview time.
All interested people are welcomed.

Committee Positions Available
PACE, Wooden Naval, Travel, Publicity, Films, Social, Lecture, Video, Fine Arts, Concert, and Secretary.
Tuition hike prompts discussion

By Molly Hennessy

At the April 18 meeting of Student Congress, president Richard Leverage announced that there will be an open meeting for students to discuss the tuition and room and board fees with Rev. Thomas R. Peterson, O.P., president of the College, and members of the Budget Committee. Leverage said this meeting should take place before the week of final exams.

Leveridge said that while the Congress does not support the increases, it can view them as justifiable in light of a report given by Fred Mason, representative to the Committee on Administration.

Mason gave several reasons for the increases: increased fixed costs in lighting, heating, and maintenance; a 15 per cent increase in faculty salaries over the past two years; a decrease in the school's population which means a drop in tuition; and a $1.3 million budget cut.

Leveridge also said that PC must now begin to find “alternative sources of income” rather than rely so heavily on tuition to support the school.

Leveridge stated that Father Peterson was confident that this issue by June.

Facilities different: Congress

(Continued from Page 1)

mendations made to improve the standards of living on campus for both male and female students. As expected, a few of the major recommendations include:

- carpeting in the hallways for all three dorms.
- lighting and electrical improvements for Stephen and Joseph Halls.
- landscaping around dorm halls.
- adding a stove and sink to each of the male dorms except for Orchard and McDermott.

These suggestions have been submitted to Everett Burns, the director of the College's physical plant for cost estimation, and the project could begin as soon as his reply before further action is taken on any of the projects.

The resolution passed unanimously.

Fred Mason announced tentatively that the Baccalaureate Mass would be held at St. Pius, but it was later announced that the service would be held with St. Pius as a rain site.

Mason announced that the theatre arts department is planning a summer theatre program on Block Island. The program would involve the production of three plays over an eight-week period and will accept a maximum of 10 students from PC and around the country. In addition to gaining acting experience, the students will attend classes.

The college expects to spend over $34,000 in developing the program but feels that money received from tuition, gate receipts, and grants from businesses would allow the program to pay for itself within two years.

When do you say Budweiser?

☐ When I think about pizza. ☐ When my wallet says I can’t afford pizza.

☐ When the delivery guy leaves three large pizzas (with everything) at my door by mistake.

Actually, anytime’s the right time to say Budweiser. And when you do, you’ve really said it all!

KING OF BEERS • ANHEUSER-BUSCH INC. • ST. LOUIS

Bob Gorman, new president of the BOG, defeated Bill Conlon by earning 612 of the approximately 939 votes cast in the elections held on Tuesday, April 5.
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Do you have an affiliation with Providence College?

Call C.A. Baird & Son
For discount Fuel Oil
781-1175
43.9¢ per gallon

E and J PIZZA
Delicious Pizza, Grinders, and Spaghetti
FAST SERVICE  FREE DELIVERY
751-2251
Delivery 4:30 p.m. - 1 a.m.

With this coupon
GET ONE FREE CHEESE PIZZA
Buy 3 or more large pizzas get one small cheese pizza FREE.
Good thru May 3, 1977

---

Lady Friars' 3-2 tennis season sparked by frosh

By Lois Palmer

The Providence College women's tennis team is currently finishing up their spring season. The spring weekend, which consists of eight matches, is basically an exhibition season for the fall. The team's coach for the second consecutive year is Lisa Gilbride '75, who was the number one player for the women's team in its first three years of existence.

"We're a young team; we have no seniors and three of our top four singles players are freshmen. They are Sue Hubbs, the team's number one player, Mary Ann McCoy, who is the number two player, and Sue Hawkes who is number four. Number three singles is sophomore Lisa Delucia.

Sophomore Debbie Noviello and junior Montique Droett share the number five spot. The team's nucleus, therefore, is very young. Occupying the doubles spots are the number one team of Trish Bruno and Sue Sarcone. Followed by the oldest members of the squad, Nancy O'Hara and Barbara Hulapa.

Coach Gilbride feels that Sarcone and Bruno have improved immensely, especially since neither one played in high school. "I'm convinced that the players"

O'Shea, Kooharan are keys to spring track surge

By John Mullassey

New faces, broken records, and tireless preparation highlighted the past two weeks of competition for the Providence College track team as Coach Amato's men picked up some first place trophies in their second week of competition.

On Saturday, April 17, senior Mick O'Shea set off smiling faces when he broke a URI meet record in the 5000-Meter Invitational race with a time of 14:04.5. For the half-working Irishman it was good enough to qualify him for that particular event in the NCAA Championships. It will also give O'Shea a chance to concentrate on a long time goal of his, a sub-four-minute mile run. His first opportunity at that will come this weekend as the Friars head west to Drake University in Kansas to face an intersectional group of colleges.

In other competition that day, Peter Crooke posted an impressive 4:09.7 time in the One-Mile Invitational run and finished in third place.

In the 440-yard dash, newcomer Bob Kooharian surpassed everyone when he finished in first spot with a 51.8. As a result of his efforts, the freshman from Cranston East H.S. here in Rhode Island gave the coach some hope that he has finally found the man that can give PC some stability in this particular race, which in the past has been a sore spot for the track squad.

The only other individual to participate in the UMRelays was Joe Rafferty, who competed in the Lower Division Collegiate one-mile race. Rafferty came in sixth place there, posting a 4:16.8 time.

This past Saturday, the rain was coming down strong, but that didn't hamper the PC distance medley squad from capturing the crown in their race. O'Shea once again

Softball squad bests AIC, RIC, goes 2-2

By Mike David

It's that time of year again. Love is in the air, but just as important in some circles is the beginning of the Providence College women's fast pitch softball team. Boasting a young and talented squad, the Lady Friars recently kicked off their new campaign by splitting their first four contests.

Early season jitters seemed to plague the Friars in their initial encounter with Mount Holyoke but on an eighth-inning rally, featuring back-to-back solo home runs by Carmen Rizzato and Barbara Holapa, propelled the Lady Friars to an exciting 13-12 extra-inning victory.

The second game of the opening day twin bill was a complete turnaround as the Lady Friars dropped a tight 5-4 decision to American International College. The potent offense that had carried PC through the first game abandoned them in this pitcher's duel. AIC broke open the affair in the fifth by putting across three runs that eventually decided the issue.

Providence returned home on April 16, taking on one of their intramural rivals, RIC. It was a truly a game to forget as the Friars dropped an embarrassing 15-4 verdict. From the opening pitch it just wasn't to be a Friar game, as RIC scored early and often, gaining a total of 15 hits.

This game also marked the second straight encounter in which the Lady Friar offense was inconsistent and unproductive, as the score indicated.

The Lady Friars jumped back on the winning track by collecting 13 hits in edging Stonehill College to an 8-7 victory. In an early 2-0 deficit, the Friars came off the bench with their hitting shoes on. Tallying two in the second three in the third and four more in the fourth.

However, Stonehill slowly chipped away at Laura Brafman's lead, knotting the game in the seventh with a run on five hits. Providence then responded by mounting a scored run in the first half of the seventh to finally seal the victory. Catherii Milum, who stepped up to the plate hit a dropped pop fly, moved to second when a potential double play ball was thrown away. Advanced to third on a passed ball and then scored on a fly played pickoff throw.

The Lady Friars continue league play this week when they take on URI and Barrington before competing in the state tournament in two weeks.
By Mike David

Tennis, anyone? Along with the arrival of spring comes the advent of the varsity racket season here at Providence College. Under the expert tutelage of Coach Jacques Faulisse the spring edition of the team has taken two of their first three matches. The Friars opened their new season April 1 by trouncing a previously unbeaten RLIC squad, 8-1. Singles victories by Peter Lyons, Chris McNeill, Neil O'Hurley and Dave Galinski highlighted the initial triumph. Bryam College was the Friars' next victim as they were blanksed by a 4-0 count April 11. The tables were turned on the Friars when the Rams of URI handed them a 6-2 setback on April 21 in Kingston. One of the few bright spots in this loss was the play of number one seed Lyons. The freshman defeated URI champion Mark Braunstein, 6-4, 6-1, 6-2, in an exciting match. "Peter is an extremely gifted player with unlimited potential," enthused Faulisse. "He has learned much already about the college style of play and will continue to improve with experience." Rounding out the top six are Chris McNeill, Neil O'Hurley, Dave Galinski, Terry Meyer and co-captain Kevin Malloy.

"This is probably the youngest and most talented team to ever assembled here at Providence," stated Faulisse. "Originally I had 25 players on our roster which who in any other year would have made the team. Unfortunately, there are only 12 spots on the team. The loss of junior Gary Malloy from spring competition has hurt the team appreciably. He was our number two player in the fall and challenging Peter for the number one slot." Along with the upgrading of the team's program comes a tougher competition, namely Fordham and UConn, for this year's list of opponents. "Fordham and UConn are two of the best teams we lost to last season and we hope to make a good showing against both," Faulisse concluded.

The tennis squad was also aided by the addition of the physical plant, which installed new courts and resurfaced the Raymond courts.

Upcoming adversaries for the Friars include Assumption, Holy Cross, UConn and Connecticut College. PC will then compete in the New England tournament at Amherst, Mass., next weekend.

K of C FRIAR COUNCIL NO. 5787
Second Annual Installation of Officers
Tuesday, May 3 '64 Hall 7 p.m. - Midnight
Cocktails - Buffet - Ceremony - Dancing
$4 per person
All welcome!
$6 per couple
Tickets at Student Affairs Office

SPECIAL MASS MASSES
May 1—Grotto
11:30 a.m. Mass for dedication of Gifford Field.
May 8—Aquinas Chapel
11:30 p.m. Official Planting of Dogwood tree.
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May 8—Grotto
7:00 p.m. Closing Mass for College year.
PC drops 3 games to URI and Brown:
Friars lose bragging rights to Rhody

By Al Palladino

Things looked so good two weeks ago. Providence, riding the crest of a six-game winning streak, owned a record of nine wins and five losses. That was two weeks ago. Since then PC has dropped nine out of their last 10, including the last seven in a row.

In its last three games the Friars lost their last round robin to the Rhode Island baseball championship, including the last seven in a row. Since then PC has owned a record of nine wins and five losses. In its last three games the Friars have lost their last round robin to the Rhode Island baseball championship, including the last seven in a row.

Friars lose bragging rights to Rhody

by Al Palladino

Brown: Palladino Nehru

In its last three games the Friars have lost their last round robin to the Rhode Island baseball championship, including the last seven in a row. Since then PC has owned a record of nine wins and five losses. In its last three games the Friars have lost their last round robin to the Rhode Island baseball championship, including the last seven in a row.

First baseman Don Rahl gets set for a pickoff throw.

Ron Wilson turns pro

‘Always wanted to be a Toronto Maple Leaf’

By John O’Hare

The job market may be getting increasingly more selective for college seniors, but at least one Providence College upperclassman won’t have to worry about job interviews or pounding the pavement for future employment.

Ron Wilson, the supremely talented co-captain of the Friar hockey team, has embarked on a career in professional hockey with the Toronto Maple Leafs and the Chicago Blackhawks in the NHL. Wilson has thus far played a total of four games for Dallas and has scored one goal.

Although Wilson has had a “general good time, and also made a few dollars,” he has had to make some adjustments. The biggest switch was being moved from defense, where he was a two-time All-American, to center where he can make better use of his skating ability and shiftiness.

The general feeling among veteran Wilson watchers was that he lacked the size and strength to make it as a first string backliner.

“The biggest difficulty in switching to the center position was stamina,” Wilson revealed. “There’s more skating up front than on defense: more starts and stops. I won most of my faceoffs, though.”

The next hurdle is the question of signing a pro contract. Ron has yet to come to terms with the NHL organization. The on-ice playoff for the Leaf’s season to get over and done with, Ron Wilson has since been eliminated from the NHL playoffs by Philadelphia. Ron doesn’t have a lot of advice from his father, Larry, who is coach of the NHL Detroit Red Wings.

“Toronto was my favorite team when I was young. I’ve always wanted to be a Toronto Maple Leaf.”

(first week-Brian Burke’s pro hockey chances—Ed
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The job market may be getting increasingly more selective for college seniors, but at least one Providence College upperclassman won’t have to worry about job interviews or pounding the pavement for future employment.

Ron Wilson, the supremely talented co-captain of the Friar hockey team, has embarked on a career in professional hockey with the Toronto Maple Leafs and the Chicago Blackhawks in the NHL. Wilson has thus far played a total of four games for Dallas and has scored one goal.

Although Wilson has had a “general good time, and also made a few dollars,” he has had to make some adjustments. The biggest switch was being moved from defense, where he was a two-time All-American, to center where he can make better use of his skating ability and shiftiness.

The general feeling among veteran Wilson watchers was that he lacked the size and strength to make it as a first string backliner.

“The biggest difficulty in switching to the center position was stamina,” Wilson revealed. “There’s more skating up front than on defense: more starts and stops. I won most of my faceoffs, though.”

The next hurdle is the question of signing a pro contract. Ron has yet to come to terms with the NHL organization. The on-ice playoff for the Leaf’s season to get over and done with, Ron Wilson has since been eliminated from the NHL playoffs by Philadelphia. Ron doesn’t have a lot of advice from his father, Larry, who is coach of the NHL Detroit Red Wings.

“Toronto was my favorite team when I was young. I’ve always wanted to be a Toronto Maple Leaf.”

(first week-Brian Burke’s pro hockey chances—Ed

Attention soccer hopefuls

There is a spring soccer tryout, this Saturday, April 30, at 10 a.m., on Glay Memorial Field.

Ravishing Roni; formerly a defender at PC, now a center, hopefully in the Toronto organization.